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Short Commentary
In physics, mass–energy equivalence is a concept formulated by
Albert Einstein that explains the relationship between mass and energy.
It states every mass has an energy equivalent and vice versa.
The recognition of the concept of mass–energy equivalence requires
the recognition of the existence of force of pressure of the universe [1].
Pressure of the universe is the cause of all the movements taking
place in the real world. The greatest it proves itself within the corpuscle,
where under his influence shaped portion of energy that defines its
mass. Let's deduce concept Universe pressure from the formula of
mass-energy equivalence.
E=mc2
It is obvious, that this formula expresses the potential energy
passing in kinetic energy when its liberation. Thus the full energy
consisting of the sum kinetic W and is equal to potential energy U.
mv 2
E =U + W = Fr +
2
Thus, the potential energy enclosed in mass of rest is equal to
kinetic energy when it’s full liberation.
Umo=Wmax

F=

ch
4π r 2

In corpuscle, this force is compensated by the centrifugal force of
the rotating space reaching the speed of light at a distance of Compton
wavelength F =

ch
mc
=
2
4π r
r

mc 2 from this we get equality.
r
2

ch
= mc 2 .
4π r
On the left there is potential energy, the resulting impact on the
pressure corpuscle of the universe, and right twice the kinetic energy,
i.e. obtain mass-energy equivalence formula.
After the reduction will

2
=
E mc
=

ch
4π r

h Compton wavelength.
2π cm
Thus, the recognition of the concept of mass–energy equivalence
requires the recognition of the existence of force of pressure of the
universe and from the formula mass-energy equivalence the formula
pressure of the universe follows and, conversely, from the formula of
the universe pressure the formula mass-energy equivalence follows.
Where, r =

In new Cartesian physics corpuscle represents a stationary
2
2 =
E mc
=
Û Fds ch
whirlwind in which he achieved the speed of light, i.e. Wmax = mc and
2
Right here is the formula of the law of constancy of flow of forces
the necessary energy accumulates as a result of compression space on
through
a closed surface, which presses on the corpuscle. To the left
the Compton wavelength, i.e. U m0 = Fr , where Compton wavelength
stands the formula of the law of mass-energy equivalence corpuscles,

h
=
r =
. Therefore, we have,
which counteracts the external flow of forces.
mc 2π mc

∮

mc 2
Fr =
2

From here the force resulting compression of space,

F=

mc 2
2r

Multiply numerator and a denominator of this expression by
Compton wavelength, we shall receive,

mc 2 r
ch
=
2r 2
4π r 2
Having transformed this expression, we shall receive

=
F

F* 4πr2=ch
At the left there is a stream of force through the closed surface, and
on the right there is a constant

∮Fds = ch
Thus, pressure of the Universe is expressed in the form of the Law
of a constancy of a stream of forces through the closed surface [2].
From this we can formulate a law that part of space attracted to
each other with a force inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between them:
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E mc
=
=
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r

From fundamentality of the law of mass-energy equivalence the
uniqueness and versatility of the pressure of the universe follows,
expressed as the law of constancy of flow of forces through a closed
surface shown in Figure 1.
It is necessary to notice, that at formulas of the law of a constancy
flux of a vector of forces through the closed surface around of a
corpuscle connected with the concept of equivalence of mass and
energy there is of Compton wavelength, characterizes compression
(stretching) of physical space.
Pressure of the Universe influences on surface corpuscles from all
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sides so, that the multiplication of force on the area between surfaces
of the closed spheres around corpuscle was constant and equal to ch as
shown in Figure 2.

λ

=
* 4π r ch
∮Fds F=
2

R

Thus, this force is inversely square to the distance to the corpuscles.

λ = R 02 − R 2
4πλ 2 = 4π R 02 − R 2

ch
F=
4π r 2

wavelength r =

R0


h
=
= λ = R 02 − R 2
mc 2π mc

In the center of a corpuscle speed of movement of space is close
to speed of light and consequently R2 ≈ 0, from here λ ≈ Ro and
consequently in a center of a corpuscle formed the kernel in diameter
of wave Compton.

Figure 2: The multiplication of force on the area between surfaces of the closed
spheres.

To find force of pressure upon a surface of corpuscle Р (Н/м2), i.e.
how much force presses per unit area, it is obviously necessary to divide
this force again on the area of the closed sphere, and we shall receive.

=
P

F
ch
=
4π r 2 16π 2 r 4

If a corpuscle is resting, it would mean that the impact forces of
the universe on her from all sides are balanced with each other. If from
any party of a corpuscle force of influence of the Universe will decrease
in comparison with the opposite party it will move aside smaller
influence [3,4].

.

When the approximation of corpuscles, in an interval between
them the universe pressure is reduced due to the fact that the force
vectors point in opposite directions. Therefore, corpuscles approach

Closed
surface

Figure 3: Corpuscles stick together.

under pressure of the universe from the outside before occurrence
the forces of repulsion between them Figure 3. Thus corpuscles stick
together with each other.
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Figure 1: Law of constancy of flow of forces through a closed surface.
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